Shared Space

Storage space is precious these days. Often, what little storage is available is located in common areas. That means heavy use by lots of people.

Metalworks' all-metal, all-welded cabinets are robust and reliable. We're proud that our products are MADE IN THE U.S.A. and backed by a lifetime warranty.
Visual Harmony

In-Line pedestals, laterals, towers, lockers, bookcases and storage cabinets feature consistent horizontal lines and full-width fronts.
Keep a Low Profile

Metalworks offers dozens of cabinets under 40” tall; perfect for maximizing natural light and employee collaboration.

Store your backpack, your shoes, your files, your stapler. And then have a seat and take ‘em for a ride.
Stand Tall

Towers, wardrobes and lockers are exactly what’s needed for multi-purpose or personal storage in collaborative workspaces.
Choices to Complement Your Surroundings

**Sixty Standard Colors**
Ten each from Allsteel, Herman Miller, Steelcase, Haworth, Knoll, and Teknion. Plus online Industry Favorites and Custom Colors.

**Eighteen Standard Laminates**
Plus online industry favorites and an easy-to-use custom laminate program.

**Fifteen Standard Fabrics**
And COMs are easy as pie to order.

**Multiple Drawer Fronts**
Full pulls and loop pulls, some available with either radiused or squared sides. Laminate fronts are also a welcome option.

- A: Full Pull
- B: S-9000 Pull
- D/F: Recessed Pull
- H/I: HW Pull
- S/N: Satin Nickel Pull
- P: P Pull
- Q: Bar Pull
- Y: Black Wire Pull

**Laminate Drawer Fronts**
Special-order your laminate fronts with any of our loop pulls

**Four Locks**

- UM Series
- LL Series
- SL Series
- K Series
Statement of Line

In-Line Pedestals
- Cushion Mobile
- Freestanding FileCenter
- GO Cart
- Work Surface Supporting
- Locker
- Hanging
- Freestanding
- V-Ped Towers
- Security

In-Line Lateral Files
- 2-6 High Lateral
- Box File Lateral
- Open Shelf Lateral
- 6" and 12" Drawers
- Laminate Tops for TRACE Lateral
- Combo Lateral Storage Cabinet
- Combo Lateral Open Shelves
- WSS Lateral
- WSS Multi-drawer FileCenter
- File Hutch

In-Line Recessed Front Lateral Files
- 2-5 High Lateral
- 12" Receding Door Lateral
- 15" Receding Door Lateral
- Individual-Locking
- Laminate Tops for Recessed Lateral
- Security Bar-Lock

In-Line Towers and Lockers
- Cupboard Wardrobe
- Cupboard Tower
- Bookcase Wardrobe
- Bookcase Tower
- WSS Bracket
- 12" Locker
- 18" Locker
- Double Locker
- Quad Locker
- Mini Locker

In-Line Storage Cabinets and Bookcases
- Standard Depth Storage
- Full Depth Storage
- Bookcases
- Mobile Bookcase

In-Line Overhead Storage
- Wall-Mounted Overhead
- Wall-Mounted Tack Board